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Introducing Midwestern’s New M572C Sideboom 
Attachment for the John Deere 850K FT4

Improved Operator Visibility

Count on Midwestern to 
stay ahead of the ever-
changing needs and 

competition.  The new M572C 
sideboom attachment for the 
John Deere 850K FT4 is designed 
to work with an enclosed cab 
or open canopy, and creates 
a pipelayer that meets Final 
Tier 4 regulations.  The new 
M572C sideboom attachment 
is designed to fit on the 850K 
WLT and LGP models with lift 
capacities up to 100,000 lb 
(45,359 kg).  

This new sideboom attachment 
delivers greater visibility with a 
low profile design and includes 
the latest technology for 
optimum performance, stability 
and safety.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Improved operator visibility 

due to the completely 
integrated, low profile 
sideboom design. 

• The multi-functional, 
electronic joystick controller 
allows simultaneous, precise 
control of all boom, hook and 
counterweight functions in 
one hand.  The controller is 
fully proportional and includes 
a HI/LO speed switch for the 
load and boom winches.

• Newly developed high 
capacity pipelayer winch 
package with high efficiency, 
two-speed piston motors.

• Easy access to all service points.

SAFETY
• A hydraulically operated, four 

bar linkage counterweight 
system delivers maximum 
stability and lifting capability 
with balanced weight 
distribution.

• An electronic boom stop 
switch prevents component 
damage and provides greater 
protection for operator.

• Integrated ladder and platform 
allows for safe and easy 
ingress/egress.

• Emergency free fall function, 
on the load winch, allows 
operator to drop load quickly.

• Optional load monitoring, anti-
two-block, and high voltage 
power line warning systems 
available.

Midwestern is the leader in 
hydraulic sidebooms ranging 
from 10,000 to 230,000 lb (4 
to 104t) lift capacity, hydraulic 
conversion kits for mechanical 
pipelayers, and hydrostatic fill 
and test units from 350 to 1000 ft 
(106 to 304 m) of head pressure.  

For more information, please visit 
www.sidebooms.com or call  
918-858-4234. 
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When the pressure is on, we deliver.
As the only portable two-in-one Hydrostatic Testing Units in the pipeline industry, Midwestern’s 
HTU-350/500 automatically fill and test pipelines in one step. These units offer the fastest 
fill rate based on horsepower input with automatic switchover for filling pipe, pushing pigs and 
pressure testing. That’s how Midwestern stands up to the pressure.
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